
Rubric: Parents' meeting role play

Role play 

 
Poor
1 pts

Fair
2 pts

Excellent
4 pts

Plot Poor

Script is incomplete with
major gaps; length is

too short 

Fair

Script is complete with a
few rough spots; needs

more length. 

Excellent

Script has an indepth,
complete, logical story

with a beginning, middle
and end. Ground rules

are established. Parents
participate. Key

decisions and actions
are summarized. the

purpose of the meeting
is accomplished. There
is time to evaluate the

meeting 

Grammar Poor

2<BR>
There were numerous

errors that made it
difficult to

understand<BR>
(8-10) 

Fair

3<BR>
There were many

grammar / spelling
errors<BR>

(5-7) 

Excellent

5<BR>
There were hardly any

grammar / spelling
errors <BR>

(1-2). 

Presentation Poor

2<BR> Unfocussed
meeting and the agenda
is not followed. It's not
shown a good teachers'
attitude. There are not

resources used to
support the presentation

Fair

3<BR>
Students made a good

connection to the
agenda but the meeting
is not well focused. It's

shown a little bit the
adequate teachers'
attitude. There are

resources to support the
presentation 

Excellent

5<BR>
Focussed meeting and

the agenda is followed in
a believable manner.
It's professional and

there are resources that
support the presentation

teachers' roles Poor

It's difficult to identify
the roles and

responsabilities given to
whom organize the

meeting. 

Fair

It's hardly to identify the
roles and

responsabilities given to
whom organize the

meeting 

Excellent

It's easy to identify the
roles and

responsabilities given to
whom organize the

meeting 

Video Production Aspects 

 
Poor

(N/A)
Fair

(N/A)
Excellent

(N/A)

Acting & Originality Poor

2<BR>
Missing more than 2

elements or you can't
understand or hear. 

Fair

3<BR>
Missing two of the
previous elements 

Excellent

5<BR>
Great clarity, voice

projection, no laughing
that obscures scene,
speaking in complete

sentences. Unique and
exciting. Oscar worthy

material! 

Use of Technology Poor

2<BR>

Fair

3<BR>

Excellent

5<BR>



Poorly edited. Film does
not flow/not convincing.

Parts are hard to
understand or lack

structure or direction.
Not well thought out. 

Adequate editing. Some
aspects of film do not
flow together well. The
end result is convincing
but more direction and

fluidity is needed. 

Excellent editing.
Different scenes in film
flow together naturally.
The overall product is

very convincing and well
thought out. 

Teamwork Poor

2<BR>
Not all members

contributed to the role
play. or one or more of
the project members
contributed almost

nothing to the
production. 

Fair

3<BR>
All members al least

contributed something.
Some members are far
less prominent in the
production and video

than others. 

Excellent

5<BR>
All members contributed
an equal significant role
to the film/presentation. 

Speaking
Requirement 

Poor

2<BR>
Only one person met the
speaking requirement 

Fair

3<BR>
Fewer than 2 members

met the speaking
requirement. 

Excellent

5<BR>
All members met the

speaking requirement 
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